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Musculoskeletal (MSK) ultrasound has emerged as a valuable tool for sports physical 
therapists in the assessment and treatment of various knee pathologies. Its ability to 
provide high-resolution images of soft tissue and superficial bone surfaces makes it 
especially useful for sports physical therapists and orthopedic clinicians. Specifically, 
MSK-ultrasound is increasingly recognized as a potent tool for the assessment of the 
femoral trochlea. Its non-invasive nature and dynamic imaging capabilities make it 
particularly suited for visualizing the femoral trochlea, a critical component in knee 
function and biomechanics. The use of MSK ultrasound in the evaluating the femoral 
trochlea provides sports medicine professionals with a dynamic, non-invasive, and 
cost-effective means to diagnose, and monitor knee-related injuries. This article delves 
into the utility of MSK ultrasound in the anatomical and functional assessment of the 
femoral trochlea, elucidating its benefits, limitations, and clinical implications for 
athletes. 

INTRODUCTION 

Over three decades ago, ultrasound emerged as a promising 
technique for assessing the thickness and pathologies of 
cartilage.1 Cartilage pathology is a hallmark of degenera-
tive joint diseases, notably osteoarthritis, which is of para-
mount concern to physical therapists due to its impact 
on an athletes pain, mobility and function. The femoral 
trochlea is an integral component of the knee joint mech-
anism, and its pathologies are often implicated in anterior 
knee pain and dysfunction among athletes. The trochlear 
cartilage serves dual functions as a lubricant and a shock 
absorber, mitigating the transfer of load to the subchondral 
bone. Cartilage irregularities frequently underlie anterior 
knee pain.2 Abnormalities in the trochlea, such as dys-
plasia, can lead to patellar instability, maltracking, pain, 
and degenerative changes that impact an athlete’s perfor-
mance and quality of life. Prompt and accurate assessment 
of the femoral trochlea is essential for the early detection 
and management of these conditions. Accurate visualiza-
tion of the femoral trochlea is essential for diagnosis, treat-
ment planning, and monitoring the healing process in ath-
letes presenting with anterior knee pain or suspected 
patellofemoral dysfunction. 
Historically, the assessment of the femoral trochlea has 

relied on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed 
tomography (CT). These traditional imaging modalities 
have only offered static views that sometimes fall short in 
replicating the stresses and movements an athlete’s knee 
undergoes during dynamic activity. Despite MRI becoming 
the preferred modality for articular cartilage evaluation due 

to its superior contrast resolution, there is a resurgence 
of interest in leveraging MSK ultrasound as an adjunctive 
tool alongside MRI.3‑6 Over two decades ago, it was recog-
nized that ultrasonography could be a viable technique for 
assessing knee articular cartilage thickness as well as al-
terations in the surface and subsurface of the cartilage. A 
substantial corpus of research validates the effectiveness of 
ultrasound in diagnosing cartilage pathologies. Recent in-
vestigations into ultrasonography have yielded reasonably 
accurate results for the identification of chondral lesions 
and the measurement of cartilage thickness in animal mod-
els.7,8 

In contemporary clinical practice, the application of 
knee MSK ultrasonography is gaining traction as an adjunc-
tive diagnostic tool alongside MRI. In vitro studies have 
confirmed ultrasonography’s precision in identifying and 
detailing cartilage defects in both animal and cadaver mod-
els, including the accurate grading of induced defects as per 
the International Cartilage Repair Society’s criteria.7‑9 As 
the condition progresses, the cartilage may exhibit asym-
metrical thinning, accompanied by changes in the underly-
ing subchondral bone. 

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW 

The assessment of the femoral trochlea via MSK ultrasound 
involves a systematic approach to imaging. The patient 
is typically positioned supine with the knee extended or 
slightly flexed. A high-frequency linear transducer is pre-
ferred to visualize the superficial structures of the knee in 
high definition. The advancements in high-frequency lin-
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ear transducers have significantly improved the resolution 
of MSK ultrasound, allowing for exceptional visualization of 
superficial structures like the femoral trochlea. Sonograph-
ically, normal cartilage presents as hypoechoic with a gen-
erally uniform thickness.7‑12 Initial chondral lesion stages 
are marked by changes in the ultrasound echotexture, pro-
gressing to irregular thinning and evident chondral lesions, 
with advanced cases involving the subcortical bone.13 In vi-
sualizing the femoral trochlea, the patient is typically po-
sitioned supine with the knee in various degres of flexion. 
The physical therapist places a linear ultrasound probe on 
the anterior aspect of the knee, adjusting the orientation to 
optimize the view of the trochlear groove. Care should be 
taken to ensure probe is perpendicular to desired cartilage 
to decrease risk of anisotropy. 

MSK ULTRASOUND: TECHNIQUE AND 
APPLICATION 

Performing an ultrasound examination of the femoral 
trochlea requires a systematic approach: 

ADVANTAGES OF MSK ULTRASOUND IN 
VISUALIZING THE FEMORAL TROCHLEA 

MSK ultrasound offers several advantages over traditional 
imaging modalities like MRI and CT scans, including: 

Figure 1. Femoral Trochlea: Patient Position and      
Transducer Placement   
The patient is supine with knee flexed from 90 degrees to end of available range. Pa-
tient’s foot is planted on exam table. The transducer is placed supra-patellar in a trans-
verse/SAX orientation. Toggling maneuvers will be necessary to visualize the central 
concavity and width of the medial and lateral trochlear bony facets. 

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS AND REHABILITATION 

Visualization of the femoral trochlea through MSK ultra-
sound has significant clinical implications for sports physi-
cal therapy: 

1. Patient Positioning: The patient is positioned supine 
with the knee in various degrees of flexion.(Figure 1) 

2. Transducer Selection: A high-frequency linear trans-
ducer is typically used to optimize the resolution of 
superficial structures like the femoral trochlea. 

3. Scanning Technique: The transducer is placed in a 
transverse/SAX orientation over the distal quadriceps 
tendon and is then moved distally to the superior 
pole of the patella, visualizing the trochlear groove. 
(Figure 2) The capability to conduct sonopalpation 
(applying pressure with the probe) further assists in 
assessing the trochlea’s structural integrity and iden-
tifying areas of pain or injury. 

4. Dynamic Assessment: MSK ultrasound provides im-
mediate feedback on the condition of the trochlear 
cartilage, subchondral bone, and surrounding soft 
tissues. It can detect subtle changes in the trochlear 
surface, synovial tissue, and early signs of patellar 
maltracking or instability that might be missed dur-
ing a static examination or with other imaging 
modalities. Unlike static imaging, MSK ultrasound al-
lows for the observation of the patella’s articulation 
with the femoral trochlea during dynamic move-
ments. The patient is asked to flex and extend the 
knee to assess the trochlear tracking and patellar 
alignment dynamically. This dynamic assessment can 
be critical for understanding the biomechanical con-
tributions to conditions such as patellofemoral pain 
syndrome caused by either patellar hyper or hypomo-
bility, and can guide targeted therapeutic interven-
tions. 

1. Dynamic Assessment/Real-time Imaging: MSK ultra-
sound allows for the observation of the patellar track-
ing over the trochlea in real-time. The movement of 
the patella through the trochlear groove can be ob-
served in real-time, providing insights into the func-
tional aspects of the patellofemoral joint that static 
imaging cannot. High-resolution ultrasound probes 
can visualize cartilage quality, detecting early signs 
of breakdown or cartilage wear before they become 
more significant issues. Therefore, subtle changes in 
movement can be identified that might contribute to 
a patient’s symptoms, which static images from MRI 
cannot capture. 

2. Accessibility and Convenience: MSK ultrasound is 
portable and can be used in various settings, includ-
ing clinics, sporting events, and on the field. This ac-
cessibility allows for immediate assessment and in-
formed decision-making regarding athlete care. 

3. Cost-effectiveness: MSK ultrasound is significantly 
less expensive than MRI and CT, reducing the finan-
cial burden on healthcare systems and patients. 

4. Safety: The absence of ionizing radiation makes MSK 
ultrasound a safer choice for repetitive use, particu-
larly in younger populations. It is also non-invasive 
and generally well-tolerated by patients, with mini-
mal discomfort. 

1. Diagnosis: Early and accurate diagnosis of trochlear 
dysplasia, cartilage wear, subchondral bone changes, 
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Figure 2. NORMAL VIEW IN SHORT AXIS (SAX): Short Axis View          
The femoral trochlea is the initial interface to produce on the image. Anechoic/black hyaline cartilage following the hyperechoic bony reflection is the anticipated normal finding. 
Mixed echoes superficial to the anechoic cartilage are the supra-patellar synovial membrane/fluid interface. 

LIMITATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

While MSK ultrasound has numerous advantages, there are 
considerations to keep in mind: 

CONCLUSIONS 

Looking ahead, the future of MSK ultrasound, particularly 
in visualizing the femoral trochlea, appears promising. Ad-
vances in technology are expected to overcome some of the 
current limitations, enhancing the accuracy and ease of in-
terpretation. The increasing interest in femoral trochlear 
cartilage sonography is attributed to its relevance in the 
etiology of anterior knee pain and the reality that some 
patients are either contraindicated for MRI or may prefer 
ultrasound as a preliminary investigative procedure. MSK 
ultrasound represents a paradigm shift by offering real-
time dynamic imaging, enhancing the evaluation of the 
trochlear groove and patellar tracking in various states of 
knee flexion. MSK ultrasound has significantly advanced 
the assessment and treatment of femoral trochlea patholo-
gies in sports medicine. It enhances the understanding of 
the patellofemoral joint’s dynamics in real-time, informs 
clinical decision-making, and augments patient education 
and engagement. While there are limitations, ongoing ad-
vancements in ultrasound technology and clinician educa-
tion are expected to enhance its application further, solidi-
fying its role in musculoskeletal assessment. As technology 
advances and proficiency in ultrasound techniques grows, 
the utilization of MSK ultrasound is poised to become a 
standard in the assessment of the femoral trochlea, paving 
the way for more accurate diagnoses and more effective, 
personalized treatments for athletes. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Ongoing research and technological advancements will 
likely increase the resolution and capabilities of MSK ultra-
sound, potentially expanding its applications. One of the 
exciting developments is the advent of 3D ultrasound. This 
technology can generate three-dimensional volumetric im-
ages, offering a more comprehensive view of the knee joint 
and its structures, including the femoral trochlea. Further-
more, it can enable a more precise measurement of carti-
lage thickness and other important parameters, potentially 

or maltracking can lead to timely and targeted inter-
ventions. (Figure 3) 

2. Treatment Planning: Real-time imaging helps in 
guiding interventions such as therapeutic exercises, 
patellar taping, or ultrasound-guided injections. 

3. Rehabilitation Monitoring: Sequential ultrasound ex-
aminations can monitor the healing process, assess 
the efficacy of interventions, and guide the progres-
sion of rehabilitation protocols. 

4. Injury Prevention: Regular screenings with MSK ul-
trasound can potentially identify early changes in the 
trochlear groove, guiding preventive strategies for 
athletes at risk of patellofemoral disorders. 

1. Operator Dependency: The quality of the assessment 
is highly dependent on the skill and experience of 
the operator. Proper training and practice is essential 
to ensure accurate and reliable imaging. Proficiency 
requires significant skill and experience to both ac-
quire and interpret images correctly. A thorough un-
derstanding of knee anatomy and proficiency in ul-
trasound technique are essential for operators. 

2. Limited Penetration: Ultrasound may not adequately 
visualize deeper structures of the knee or those ob-
scured by calcifications. Deep structures and certain 
pathologies may be better visualized with MRI or CT, 
necessitating a combined approach for comprehen-
sive evaluation. 

3. Patient Factors: Variations in anatomy and the pres-
ence of significant soft tissue can affect the quality of 
ultrasound images. 

4. Interpretation Variability: There may be variability 
in interpretation among clinicians, underscoring the 
need for standardized training and certification. 
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Figure 3. OSTEOARTHRITIS (SAX)   
Cartilage echogenicity is classified in 3 grades: (a) grade 0 (normal cartilage), a monotonous anechoic band with a sharp hyperechoic anterior and posterior interfaces; (b) grade I, de-
generative changes (mild) where loss of the normal sharpness of the cartilage interfaces and/or increased echogenicity of the cartilage; (c) grade II, degenerative changes (moderate) 
in addition to the aforementioned changes with clear local thinning; and (d) grade III, degenerative change (severe) with 100% local loss of the cartilage tissue. (Abbasi, B., Pezeshki-
Rad, M., Amini, M., Foroughian, M., Sahebari, M., Nekooei, S., & Akhvan, R. (2019). Evaluation of clinical symptoms and sonographic characteristics of femoral trochlear cartilage in primary 
knee osteoarthritis). 

improving the diagnosis and monitoring of disorders like 
osteoarthritis. 
Another promising advancement is the integration of 

artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) into 
MSK ultrasound. These technologies can assist in image in-
terpretation, reducing the operator-dependency and vari-
ability in diagnosis. Moreover, they can potentially auto-
mate some of the complex tasks, such as identifying 
abnormalities or measuring anatomical structures, making 
the procedure faster and more efficient. 

Further research and systematic evaluations are war-
ranted to fully establish ultrasonography’s role in the di-
agnostic algorithm for knee pathologies. This can help to 
standardized protocols for trochlea ultrasound assessment, 
evaluate the efficacy of ultrasound-guided interventions, 
and help integrate ultrasound findings with other clinical 
assessments. 
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